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Abstract. The tau spreading hypothesis provides rationale for passive immunization with an anti-tau monoclonal antibody
to block seeding by extracellular tau aggregates as a disease-modifying strategy for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) and potentially other tauopathies. As the biochemical and biophysical properties of the tau species responsible for the
spatio-temporal sequences of seeding events are poorly defined, it is not yet clear which epitope is preferred for obtaining
optimal therapeutic efficacy. Our internal tau antibody collection has been generated by immunizations with different tau
species: aggregated- and non-aggregated tau and human postmortem AD brain-derived tau fibrils. In this communication, we
describe and characterize a set of these anti-tau antibodies for their biochemical and biophysical properties, including binding,
tissue staining by immunohistochemistry, and epitope. The antibodies bound to different domains of the tau protein and some
were demonstrated to be isoform-selective (PT18 and hTau56) or phospho-selective (PT84). Evaluation of the antibodies in
cellular- and in vivo seeding assays revealed clear differences in maximal efficacy. Limited proteolysis experiments support
the hypothesis that some epitopes are more exposed than others in the tau seeds. Moreover, antibody efficacy seems to depend
on the structural properties of fibrils purified from tau Tg mice- and postmortem human AD brain.
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INTRODUCTION33

Despite the large heterogeneity in neurodegener-34

ative diseases, protein misfolding and aggregation35

seems to be a common underlying mechanism lead-36

ing to neuronal dysfunction [1]. The presence of tau37

inclusions in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) justifies clas-38

sifying it as a tauopathy [2]. Although in AD both39

amyloid and tau pathology are critical, it is important40

to refer that in certain tauopathies such as fron-41

totemporal lobar degeneration with tau inclusions42

(FTLD-tau), Pick’s disease, progressive supranuclear43

palsy, corticobasal degeneration, and argyrophilic44

grain disease, amyloid pathology is not prominent,45

indicating that tau dysfunction on its own may be46

toxic [3].47

Tau protein is codified by a single gene, MAPT,48

located on locus 17q21.3 comprising 16 exons of49

which three (exon 2, 3 (coding for N-terminal inserts50

(N) and exon 10 coding for an additional repeat (R)51

domain) are targets of alternative splicing resulting52

in six isoforms (0N3R, 0N4R, 1N3R, 1N4R, 2N3R,53

2N4R) [3]. Tau is abundantly expressed in the central54

nervous system, especially in neurons [4]. Its function55

in microtubule stabilization suggests that disruption56

of microtubules, which are critical to axonal structure57

and transport, may be one way by which aberrant tau58

leads to neurodegeneration [5]. However, patholog-59

ical tau is hyperphosphorylated and aggregates into60

insoluble neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) via a series61

of conformational changes. Therefore, tau-mediated62

toxicity is believed to be exerted by accumulation of63

intracellular aggregates or intermediate products of64

those aggregates [6–8].65

In the context of AD, NFTs propagate in a hier-66

archical and predictable pattern through selective67

brain regions and the degree of NFT deposits is used68

to define disease progression in different pathologi-69

cal “Braak” stages [9]. An extensive study showing70

the immunohistochemical (IHC) (and histochemical)71

analysis of a large (non-selected) set of postmortem72

human brain samples showed AT8-positive signals73

(pre-tangles) in sections from individuals younger74

than 30 years old [10]. Over time, pathology spreads75

from the locus coeruleus toward cortical regions76

via transenthorinal- and subcortical regions [11].77

Although the pattern of propagation and the brain78

regions affected by tau pathology have been iden-79

tified, it is not completely understood how this80

mechanism of spreading occurs. Initially, the spread81

of tau pathology in AD was attributed to the pas-82

sive release of tau from neurons due to cell death.83

However, recently, several research groups demon- 84

strated active release and interneuronal transfer of 85

tau, suggesting a trans-neuronal spread of misfolded 86

tau [12–14]. To date, the most advanced therapeutic 87

strategies to block tau spreading in humans, involve 88

active tau immunization or passive immunization 89

with anti-tau monoclonal antibodies. Several studies 90

have shown beneficial effects of both immunization 91

approaches in transgenic mouse models of tauopa- 92

thy [15–17] but it is not clear which epitope in tau is 93

most suited to target seeding. Recent research demon- 94

strated efficient seeding by tau fibrils isolated from 95

tau transgenic mice (expressing the 0N4R isoform 96

of human tau with a P301S mutation) or from post- 97

mortem human tauopathy brain [18–20] suggesting 98

that human paired-helical filaments (PHFs) are rele- 99

vant antigens for immunization to develop antibodies 100

for research and therapeutic purposes. Here we report 101

on the development and characterization of tau anti- 102

bodies obtained by immunizing tau knockout (KO) 103

mice with monomeric tau, recombinant tau aggre- 104

gates and filamentous tau isolated from human AD 105

brain. 106

MATERIALS AND METHODS 107

All in vivo experiments were conducted in strict 108

accordance with to the guidelines of the Associa- 109

tion for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory 110

Animal Care International (AAALAC), with the 111

European Communities Council Directive of 24 112

November 1986 (86/609/EEC) and with protocols 113

approved by the local Institutional Animal and Use 114

Ethical Committee. 115

Preparation of postmortem human AD 116

brain-derived PHFs 117

PHF-tau for immunizations was kindly provided 118

by Drs. Wencheng Liu and Steven Paul (Weill Medi- 119

cal College of Cornell University, New York, USA). 120

Postmortem tissue from the cortex obtained from a 121

histologically confirmed AD patient (Braak stage VI) 122

was partially purified by a modified method of [21]. 123

Typically, 5 g of frontal cortex was homogenized in 124

10 volumes of cold buffer H (10 mM Tris, 800 mM 125

NaCl, 1 mM EGTA and 10% sucrose/ pH 7.4) using a 126

glass/Teflon Potter tissue homogenizer (IKA Works, 127

Inc; Staufen, Germany) at 1000 rpm. The homog- 128

enized material was centrifuged at 27000× g for 129

20 min. The pellet was discarded and the supernatant 130

was adjusted to a final concentration of 1% (w/v) 131
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Fig. 1. A) Representative characterization of PHFs derived from postmortem human AD brain (and preps from non-AD controls) with
aggregation-selective ELISA and western blot (AT8). The latter shows a typical profile of the six hyperphosphorylated (full length) tau
isoforms running as a triplet between 55 and 65 kDa. B) Overview of tau immunizations with different types of antigens resulting in
PHF/phospho tau selective antibodies (PT84) and antibodies reacting with both PHF and recombinant tau. C) Epitope position mapped
against the longest human tau isoform (2N4R) encompassing amino terminus (N-term), N-terminal inserts (1N and 2N), mid-term, proline-
rich domain (PRD), microtubule-binding domain (MTBD) which consists of 4 repeats R1-R4 in 4R isoforms and 3 repeats (R1, R3, R4)
in 3R isoforms and the carboxy-terminus (C-term) of the tau antibodies discussed in this manuscript (new antibodies in black; reference
antibodies in gray).

N-lauroylsarcosine and 1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol132

and incubated for 2 h at 37◦C. Subsequently the133

supernatant was centrifuged at 184000× g for 90 min134

at 20◦C. The pellet was carefully washed in PBS and135

resuspended in 750 �L PBS, aliquoted and frozen at136

–80◦C. The quality of the PHF-tau preparations was137

evaluated by the use of AT8/AT8 phospho-aggregate-138

selective ELISA and by western blotting with the anti139

phospho tau antibody AT8 (pS202/pT205/pS208)140

[22] (Janssen R&D) (Fig. 1A). Total protein which141

is detected by ECL Plex Goat-anti-Mouse IgG-142

Cy3 from Amersham (PA43009) (Supplementary143

Figure 1A).144

Immunization of mice and fusion145

Immunizations in Tau KO mice (The Jackson146

Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) with PHFs or147

recombinant 2N4R (P301S) tau (Tebu Bio, Le Perray-148

en-Yvelines, France) aggregated in vitro as described149

in [23], were performed using standard hybridoma150

technology [24].151

Briefly, female tau KO mice were immunized with152

100 �g of in vitro aggregated P301S tau or 50 �g153

of human PHF tau for each immunization. Before154

intraperitoneal injection, antigen was mixed with155

complete or incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (Millipore 156

Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). Mice were boosted 157

every two weeks with aggregated tau preparation, first 158

in complete and subsequently in incomplete Freund’s 159

adjuvant. Four days before spleen extraction, mice 160

were boosted with aggregated tau prep in saline. Fol- 161

lowing this immunization regime, spleen cells were 162

harvested and fused with myeloma cells to generate 163

hybridomas. 164

Obtained hybridomas were seeded in 96-well 165

plates and screened after 10 days in a direct ELISA 166

on 25 ng/well coated PHF-tau. Positive cells were 167

tested for cross-reactivity with soluble tau on ELISA 168

plates coated with 10 ng/well recombinant 2N4R 169

tau and were immediately subcloned and frozen in 170

liquid nitrogen. All hybridomas were grown in Dul- 171

becco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 172

10% fetal calf serum (Hyclone, Europe), Hybridoma 173

Fusion Cloning Supplement (2%) (Roche Diag- 174

nostics, Mannheim, Germany), 2% HT (Millipore 175

Sigma), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2 mM L-glutamine 176

and penicillin (100 U/ml), and streptomycin 177

(50 mg/ml). Antibody variable regions were cloned 178

from selected hybridoma cells, sequenced using stan- 179

dard methods, and subcloned into expression vectors 180

for mAb and Fab. Mab was produced on a mouse 181
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IgG2a/κ background and expressed and purified by182

affinity chromatography (protein A). Fab was pro-183

duced as chimeric versions with the mouse variable184

domains fused to human IgG1/κ constant domains185

and a His tag at the C-terminus of the heavy chain.186

Fab was transiently expressed in HEK293F cells and187

purified by affinity chromatography (HisTrap).188

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)189

The interaction of anti-tau mAbs with PHF-tau was190

analyzed by ProteOn (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA)191

as described before [22]. The interaction of anti-tau192

Fabs or mAbs with recombinantly expressed control193

tau (human tau isoform 2N4R) was studied with a194

Biacore T200 (GE Healthcare, Marlborough, MA,195

USA). A biosensor surface was prepared by cou-196

pling an anti-mouse IgG Fc- or Fab-domain specific197

antibody to the surface of a CM5 sensor chip using198

the manufacturer’s instructions for amine-coupling199

chemistry (∼6500 RU). The coupling buffer was200

10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.5. The anti-tau Fabs or201

mAbs were diluted in the running buffer and injected202

to obtain a capture of at least 5 RU. Capture of anti-tau203

mAbs or Fabs was followed by injection of recombi-204

nantly expressed control tau in solution (0.12 to 75205

nM in 5-fold dilutions). The association was moni-206

tored for 3 min (150 �L injected at 50 �L/min). The207

dissociation was monitored until the signal decreased208

by at least 5% for reasonable off-rate determination.209

Regeneration of the sensor surface was obtained with210

0.85% phosphoric acid followed by 50 mM NaOH.211

The data for both mAbs and Fabs were fit using a 1:1212

Langmuir binding model if binding was observed.213

Epitope mapping214

To reconstruct epitopes of the target molecule a215

library of peptides (20-mers with an overlap of 18216

amino acids) covering the Tau 441 sequence was217

done using Pepscan’s proprietary Chemically Linked218

Peptides on Scaffolds (CLIPS) technology (Pepscan219

Presto B.V., Lelystad, the Netherlands) [25]. The220

binding of antibodies (recombinantly expressed221

as IgG2a) to each of the synthesized peptides was222

tested in a Pepscan-based ELISA. The peptide arrays223

were incubated with primary antibody solution224

(overnight at 4◦C). After washing, the peptide225

arrays were incubated with a 1/1000 dilution of a226

peroxidase conjugated anti mouse antibody for 1 h at227

25◦C. After washing, the peroxidase substrate 2,2’-228

azino-di-3-ethylbenzthiazoline sulfonate (ABTS)229

and 20 �l/mL of 3% H2O2 were added. After 230

1 h, the color development was quantified with a 231

charge coupled device (CCD)-camera and an image 232

processing system. 233

Sarcosyl extraction from mouse brain 234

Tissue was weighed and homogenized in 6 vol- 235

umes of buffer H (10 mM Tris, 800 mM NaCl, 1 mM 236

EGTA and 10% sucrose/ pH 7.4). The homogenate 237

was centrifuged at 27 000× g for 20 min and 1% 238

N-lauroylsarcosine was added to the supernatant. 239

After 90 min, the solutions were again centrifuged 240

at 184 000× g for 1 h. The supernatants were kept as 241

sarkosyl-soluble fraction, whereas the pellet contain- 242

ing the sarkosyl-insoluble material was resuspended 243

in homogenization buffer. 244

Direct ELISA 245

Nunc MaxiSorp™ high protein-binding capacity 246

96 well ELISA plates were coated either with ePHF 247

or with sarkosyl insoluble fraction from spinal cord of 248

22 to 23 weeks-old P301S transgenic animals, diluted 249

in coating buffer (10 mM Tris, 10 mM NaCl pH 8.5; 250

50 �L per well) and left overnight at 4◦C. The plate 251

was washed 5 times with PBS-T and overcoated with 252

75 �L of blocking solution (0.1% Casein in PBS) 253

per well and left for at least 1 h at room temper- 254

ature. After blocking, the plate was washed again. 255

Different concentrations of primary antibodies were 256

diluted in blocking solution and 50 �L was added 257

to the assay plate, with an overnight incubation at 258

4◦C. After incubation with sample, plates were again 259

washed and 50 �L per well of Goat Anti-Mouse IgG 260

(H L)-HRP Conjugate (BioRad) diluted 1:2500 in 261

blocking buffer was added. Another wash was made 262

and detection was performed with TMB Peroxidase 263

EIA Substrate kit (BioRad) according to the manufac- 264

turers’ instructions. After 5 min, an equal volume of 265

2N H2SO4 was added to stop the enzymatic reaction. 266

Detection was performed in Perkin Elmer EnVision®
267

2102 Multilabel Reader at OD450nm. Binding 268

curves were generated using GraphPad Prism7.0 269

software. 270

Western blotting 271

Brain tissue from wild type (WT: C57Bl/6J) and 272

Tau KO mice, beagle dog, and cynomolgus monkey 273

were obtained according to procedures approved by 274

the local ethical committee and national institutions 275
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adhering to AAALAC guidelines. Human brain276

tissue was obtained from the IBB Biobank. For277

total homogenates, tissue was weighed and homog-278

enized in 6 volumes of buffer H (10 mM Tris,279

800 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, and 10% sucrose/ pH280

7.4). The homogenate was centrifuged at 27000×281

g for 20 min and the supernatant was aliquoted282

and frozen at –80◦C. To prepare heat-stable extract283

(HSE), homogenate is boiled for 5 min (100◦C) and284

cooled on ice for 10 min. After ultracentrifugation285

(150000× g; 4◦C; 2 h) supernatants containing HSE286

are aliquoted and frozen at –80◦C. Samples were287

diluted in sample buffer and loaded on SDS (4–12%)288

or native (3–12%) PAGE (Life Technologies, Thermo289

Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-290

tions. After the separation, the gel was blotted291

on a nitrocellulose membrane which was blocked292

with TBS-T containing 5% non-fat dry milk. Blots293

were incubated with non-labelled primary antibody294

solutions (overnight at 4◦C) and detected by HRP-295

labelled anti mouse antibodies. Incubation with296

HRP-labelled tau antibodies was performed during297

2 h at RT. In both cases detection was done with West298

Dura (Thermo Scientific).299

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)300

Brains of sacrificed mice were removed from the301

skull and fixed overnight in a formalin-based fixa-302

tive, followed by paraffin embedding and sectioning303

of 5 �m thick sagittal sections. After deparaf-304

finization, rehydration, quenching of endogenous305

peroxidase, and heat-induced epitope retrieval in306

citrate buffer (pH 6), primary antibody (1 �g/mL)307

was applied to the sections for 1 h. Extensive308

rinsing was followed by 30 min incubation with309

anti-mouse secondary antibody (Envision, DAKO,310

Glostrup, Denmark) and chromogenic labelling using311

3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAKO). Following hema-312

toxylin counterstaining, sections were dehydrated313

and mounted. For double-labelling experiments,314

primary antibodies AT8(IgG2a) and PT84(IgG1)315

were visualized with Alexa488 labelled anti-mouse316

IgG2a and Alexa555 labelled anti-mouse IgG1 (Life317

Technologies, Thermo Scientific). Sections were318

imaged with the Hamamatsu NanoZoomer slidescan-319

ner (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan).320

Cryopreserved human brain tissue was sliced321

with a cryostat (20 �m thickness) and stored at322

–80◦C before use. Sections were dried, followed by323

formalin fixation, blocking of endogenous peroxi-324

dase with 3% hydrogen peroxide (DAKO, Glostrup,325

Denmark, S2023) and permeabilization in PBS1x 326

+ 0.3% Triton X-100 during 1 h. Primary antibod- 327

ies (0.4 �g/ml) were diluted in antibody diluent 328

with background reducing components (DAKO, 329

S3022) and applied to the sections for 1 h. After 330

extensive washing, slides were incubated with 331

HRP-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody 332

(Envision, DAKO, K4000), followed by chro- 333

mogenic DAB labelling (DAKO, K4368). Slides 334

were counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated 335

and mounted with organic mounting medium (Vec- 336

tamount, Vector labs, Burlingame, CA, USA, 337

H-5000). Imaging was performed with a Hama- 338

matsu NanoZoomer 2.0 rs (Hamamatsu Photonics, 339

Shizuoka, Japan). 340

Cell-based assays 341

In the immunodepletion assays, tau seeds were 342

incubated with test antibody and removed from the 343

solution with protein G-coupled magnetic beads (Life 344

Technologies, Thermo Scientific). In addition to a 345

number of our internal tau antibodies, the follow- 346

ing reference tau antibodies (Fig. 1C) were included 347

for comparison (unless specified otherwise, anti- 348

bodies were purified in house): hTau10 (29–36) 349

[23], HT7 (159–164) (Thermo Scientific), AT120 350

[26] (217–224), AT8 (pS202/pT205/pS208) [22], 351

AT180 (pT231), AT270 (pT181) [27]. PHF1 (pS396) 352

was a kind gift from Peter Davies (Albert Ein- 353

stein College of Medicine, NY, USA). The depleted 354

supernatant was tested for residual seeding capac- 355

ity in the chromophore-K18-containing HEK cells 356

and analyzed by FACS as previously described [28]. 357

Homogenates containing tau seeds for immunode- 358

pletion were generated from spinal cords of 22- to 359

23-week-old P301S transgenic animals [29] or from 360

cryopreserved human AD brain tissue obtained from 361

the IBB Biobank. After depletion, the human AD 362

supernatant was tested in the presence of the transfec- 363

tion reagent Lipofectamine2000 (Life Technologies, 364

Thermo Scientific). Immunodepleted fractions from 365

P301S spinal cord extracts are added to the cells with- 366

out transfection. 367

Animals and stereotactic injections 368

For injection studies, transgenic Tau-P301L mice, 369

expressing the longest human tau isoform with the 370

P301L mutation (tau-4R/2N-P301L) [30], were used 371

for surgery at the age of 3 months. All experi- 372

ments were performed in compliance with protocols 373
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approved by the local ethical committee and national374

institutions adhering to AAALAC guidelines. For375

stereotactic surgery, the mice received a unilateral376

(right hemisphere) injection of AD-derived PHFs377

in the hippocampus. Two months after injection,378

tissue from the contralateral hemisphere was ana-379

lyzed with immunohistochemical staining using AT8380

(Fig. 6A) while the ipsilateral hemisphere was pro-381

cessed to extract total and sarcosyl insoluble fractions382

as described above.383

Biochemical analysis MesoScale Discovery384

(MSD)385

Coating antibody (AT8) was diluted in PBS386

(1 �g/mL) and aliquoted into MSD plates (30 �L per387

well) (L15XA, MSD, Rockville, MD, USA), which388

were incubated overnight at 4◦C. After washing389

with 5 × 200 �L of PBS/0.5%Tween-20, the plates390

were blocked with 0.1% casein in PBS and washed391

again with 5 × 200 �l of PBS/0.5% Tween-20. After392

adding samples and standards (both diluted in 0.1%393

casein in PBS), the plates were incubated overnight394

at 4◦C. Subsequently, the plates were washed with395

5 × 200 �L of PBS/0.5% Tween-20, and SULFO-396

TAG™ conjugated detection antibody (AT8) in 0.1%397

casein in PBS was added and incubated for 2 h at398

room temperature while shaking at 600 rpm. After399

a final wash (5 × 200 �L of PBS/0.5%Tween-20),400

150 �L of 2 × buffer T (MSD) was added, and401

plates were read with an MSD imager. Raw signals402

were normalized against a standard curve consist-403

ing of 16 dilutions of a sarcosyl-insoluble prep from404

postmortem AD brain (ePHF) and were expressed405

as arbitrary units (AU) ePHF. Statistical analysis406

(ANOVA with Bonferroni post test) was performed407

with the GraphPad prism software and with an ‘in408

house’ developed application for automated analysis.409

Limited proteolysis of tau seeds410

Limited proteolysis analysis of human ePHF sam-411

ples and mouse sarkosyl insoluble fractions was412

performed as previously described with minor mod-413

ifications [31]. Briefly, after protein quantification414

using the BCA method, 0.85 �g/�L of the different415

samples were incubated with 0, 5, and 25 �g/mL of416

Pronase (Roche; 10165921001). The digestion reac-417

tions were performed during 1 h at 37◦C, before418

quenching with LDS sample buffer 1X (Life Tech-419

nologies) and boiling for 5 min at 95◦C. Quenched420

samples were then added (30 �L) to a 4–20%421

Criterion TGX stain-free gel (Bio-Rad) and blotted 422

onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad). Blocking 423

was performed during 1 h with TBS-T containing 5% 424

non-fat dry milk, before probing with HRPO labeled 425

Tau specific antibodies for 2 h at room temperature. 426

Blots were then detected with West Dura (Thermo 427

Scientific) and image acquisition was performed in 428

an Amersham Imager 600 (GE Healthcare Life Sci- 429

ences). 430

RESULTS 431

Immunizations and selection of hybridoma clones 432

As tau fibrils derived from different origins have 433

different structural properties, we performed immu- 434

nizations with non-aggregated and in vitro aggregated 435

recombinant tau on one hand and human-derived 436

PHFs on the other hand. Human AD brain-derived 437

PHF were characterized by aggregation selective 438

ELISAs and western blotting. A representative exam- 439

ple of this analysis and an overview of the different 440

immunizations is shown in (Fig. 1A, B). After each 441

fusion, hybridomas were selected based on the reac- 442

tivity of their supernatants toward PHF/soluble tau on 443

ELISA (data not shown). Supernatants from positive 444

hybridoma clones were further tested in a western 445

blot screen using PHF from human AD brain and 446

another screen to heat-stable extract from human non- 447

AD brain as antigen as described in the materials 448

and methods section (data not shown). To obtain a 449

diverse panel of antibodies (Fig. 1C), both PHF selec- 450

tive and non-selective hybridomas were selected and 451

subcloned further. With exception of hTau21, PT18, 452

PT84, and hTau56, variable regions of heavy- (VH) 453

and light chain (VL) of all these antibodies were 454

cloned to allow recombinant expression. 455

Binding properties and epitope mapping 456

To evaluate binding properties, surface plasmon 457

resonance (SPR) measurements were performed to 458

measure the interaction between tau mAbs and post- 459

mortem human AD brain-derived PHFs (Fig. 2). 460

Intrinsic binding properties were determined by 461

antigen binding fragment (Fab) binding on human 462

recombinant 2N4R Tau. Compilation of the SPR 463

data is represented in Table 1. Fab binding data are 464

not available for hTau21, PT18, PT84, and hTau56 465

as V-region cloning of these has not been per- 466

formed. Therefore, hybridoma-produced monoclonal 467

antibodies (mAbs) were used for binding analysis 468
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Fig. 2. Affinity of tau mAbs to PHF and soluble tau was determined by SPR. A) Representative sensorgrams of at least two independent
experiments of a selection of tau mAbs to PHF is shown. B) Comparative sensorgrams of PT18 binding to PHF and 2N4R tau clearly show
that its epitope has low abundance PHF. Different colors reflect the concentration of injected antibody (orange: 75 nM; pink: 15 nM; green:
3 nM; dark blue: 0.6 nM and cyan: 0.12 nM).

Table 1
Properties of different Tau mAbs generated by immunizations with human AD PHFs and recombinant Tau (aggregated or non-aggregated)

Antibody Epitope Immunogen mAb Affinity Fab Affinity Species
PHF (nM) soluble Tau (nM) reactivity

PT26 23RKDQ26 PHF 3.942 18.0 m, h
PT93 27YTMHQD32 PHF 3.389 17.1 d, m, h
hTau56 57EEPGSE62 (selective for 1N and 2N

isoforms)
Agg. Rec human Tau Low binding∗ Low binding∗ (ms), d, m, h

PT18 71TAEDVTAP78 (selective for 2N
isoforms)

PHF Low binding∗ 0.85∗ ms, d, m, h

PT89 173AKTPPA178 PHF 3.039 Poor binding ms, d, m, h
PT51 153TPRGAA158 PHF 1.216 23.3 ms, d, m, h
PT79 131(SK)DGTGSDDKK140 PHF 2.093 17.4 m, h
mTau5 120DRTGNDEKKA129 preference for

mouse Tau
Rec mouse Tau N/A N/A ms, (d, m, h)

PT9 163NATRIPAK174 + 219PTREPK226 PHF 3.770 Poor binding ms, d, m, h
AT120 219PTREPK226 PHF∗∗ 1.6 40.2 ms, d, m, h
PT76 249PMPDLKNVKS258 PHF 2.893 22.2 (d), m, h
PT83 267KHQPGG277 + 299HVPG302 +

329HHKPGG334 + 361THVPGG366

PHF 8.840 (slow kon) 164.6 ms, d, m, h

PT84 405PRHLpSN410 PHF 1.202∗ Poor binding∗
hTau21 375KLTRFE380 Rec human Tau 1.640∗ 82.8∗ (mAb) ms, d, m, h

Epitopes have been determined by linear epitope mapping Pepscan® as described in materials and methods. Also, the epitope of mTau5
has been determined on a mouse peptide array. Binding properties of recombinantly produced mAbs (to PHF) and Fabs (to 2N4R Tau) was
determined by SPR and are averages of at least two independent experiments. ∗The hTau21, hTau56, PT18, and PT84 antibodies have not
been cloned and were tested as recombinant mAb. ∗∗AT120 has not been generated in this study but has been described earlier [26]. Western
blot reactivity to tau from different species (ms, mouse; d, dog; m, monkey; h, human) is indicated.

to PHFs and 2N4R Tau. In comparison to the other469

antibodies, these mAbs displayed relatively low max-470

imal binding signals to PHFs (almost no measurable471

response units (RU) for PT18). On the other hand,472

PT18 (0.85 nM) showed good binding to 2N4R tau 473

(Table 1). For the other Tau mAbs (except PT9) ana- 474

lyzed, good binding was observed for both PHFs 475

(Fig. 2) and soluble tau, so the differential binding 476
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to PHFs and soluble tau by PT18 (Fig. 2B) was477

somewhat surprising. In the next step of the char-478

acterization process, detailed epitope mapping was479

performed by using a linear peptide array (20-mers480

with an 18-amino acid overlap) encompassing the481

human 2N4R tau isoform. Detailed mapping is shown482

for PT84 and hTau21 (Supplementary Figure 2) and483

all results are summarized in Table 1, demonstrating484

that varying epitope domains (amino (N)-terminal,485

mid-term, proline-rich domain (PRD), microtubule-486

binding domain (MTBD) and carboxy (C)-terminal)487

are represented in our antibody collection.488

In the group of N-terminal antibodies, hTau56 and489

PT18 were shown to have their binding epitope in the490

1N and 2N insert, respectively, which shows that both491

antibodies are tau isoform selective. This could poten-492

tially explain the lower binding of both antibodies to493

PHFs, which is presumably composed of the 6 Tau494

isoforms [32, 33] (Supplementary Figure 2C) from495

which only two contain the 2N domain and four the496

1N domain.497

The PRD-binding antibody PT9 seems to498

bind two related epitopes (163NATRIPAK174 and499

219PTREPK226) with a common motif xxTRxP(x)K500

suggesting the involvement of the positive charge in501

R/K in the binding. PT9 mAbs showed good bind-502

ing to PHFs while the Fab showed poor binding to503

soluble tau suggesting a conformational preference.504

The exact involvement of both domains in PT9 bind-505

ing to Tau and PHF tau is not clear, but low binding506

of PT9 Fab to PHF (data not shown) might exclude a507

conformational preference of this antibody for PHFs.508

Two antibodies bind to the MTBD of Tau;509

i.e., PT76 and PT83, but their binding epi-510

tope in tau is clearly different. PT76 binds to511

249PMPDLKNVKS258 which is found in only one512

of the four repeats while PT83 binds epitopes with513

xxxPG(G) motif, present in all four repeats of 2N4R514

tau. C-terminal-targeting hTau21 did show good515

binding kinetics to both PHF and to 2N4R tau, while516

PT84 showed strong binding to PHF and weak bind-517

ing to 2N4R tau. The binding of hTau21 to PHF518

showed lower RUs suggesting a variable/low abun-519

dance of its epitope in PHF. In contrast to tau isoform520

selectivity (like PT18), the lower signal could be521

explained by heterogeneous posttranslational mod-522

ifications (PTM) in the PHFs (e.g., phosphorylation523

on residue T377) [34] or by a limited exposure of524

this particular epitope (375–380; Table 1, Supple-525

mentary Figure 2B) in the PHF structure. As hTau21526

detected both hyperphosphorylated and dephospho-527

rylated tau in the PHF prep under reducing conditions528

(Supplementary Figure 2C), the phosphorylation at 529

T377 seems relatively rare in PHF or does not affect 530

hTau21 binding. The preference of PT84 for PHF 531

is clearly explained by the requirement of phospho- 532

rylation on residue S409 (Table 1, Supplementary 533

Figure 2A) which explains its relative specificity for 534

PHFs observed in the western blots in Fig. 3. 535

Profiling via western blotting and IHC 536

Further profiling of antibodies was performed by 537

evaluating their binding to tau in brain samples from 538

different species (mouse, dog, monkey, human). For 539

human tau, a distinction was made between soluble 540

tau (heat-stable extract from non-AD human brain) 541

and aggregated PHF-tau (sarcosyl insoluble prep 542

from human AD brain). To be able to detect lower 543

affinity interactions to non-tau related proteins, anti- 544

bodies were tested at a concentration of 1 �g/mL and 545

relatively high amounts of brain homogenates (20 �g 546

of total protein) were loaded on the gel. Overview 547

of these profiles is shown in Fig. 3. In addition to 548

western blotting, a selection of antibodies was eval- 549

uated by IHC on paraffin sections of WT, Tau KO, 550

and P301S tau transgenic (Tg) mice (age of 6 months 551

with substantial NFT pathology in brainstem, spinal 552

cord, and cortex) [29]. 553

N-terminal antibodies PT26 and PT93 showed 554

binding to monkey and human tau, but not to mouse 555

and dog tau (weak binding by PT93 on tau from 556

dog brain). Additionally, defined non-tau related sig- 557

nals (±20 kDa for PT26 and ± 40 kDa for PT93) 558

were observed in mouse brain homogenate (WT and 559

tau KO) (Fig. 3). IHC data on paraffin sections did 560

not show a signal for PT93 in Tau KO mouse but 561

also not on sections of WT mouse brain. In P301S 562

brain both non-aggregated and aggregated tau were 563

stained (Fig. 4), a similar pattern was observed for 564

PT26 but this antibody displays a non-tau related 565

signal in tau KO sections (data not shown). The 566

isoform-selective isoforms hTau56 and PT18 showed 567

moderate tau binding in the different species, but 568

also non-tau related bands at 100 kDa and 20 kDa, 569

respectively. From the mid-term and PRD-binding 570

antibodies only PT89 showed some non-tau related 571

signals, while the others (PT51, PT79, PT9) were 572

selective for tau with a preference of PT79 for mon- 573

key and human Tau. This preference is supported 574

by IHC data (Fig. 4) and suggests a lower sequence 575

homology between murine and human tau in that par- 576

ticular epitope region. Conversely, an antibody with 577

preference for mouse tau, mTau5, binds to a region 578
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Fig. 3. A) Western blot profiling of indicated anti tau mAbs on brain extracts from WT and tau KO mouse brain, Beagle dog, Cynomolgus
monkey, and a heat-stable extract (HSE) from human (non-AD) brain and a PHF prep derived from human AD brain. Sample 1: WT mouse;
2: tau KO; 3: dog; 4: monkey; 5: human HSE; 6: human PHFs. B) IHC profiling on cryosections from human non-AD and AD sections
showing a homogeneous staining for total tau antibodies PT51 and PT76 reacting with soluble and aggregated tau (indicated by arrows) and
for the phosphorylation selective PT84 antibody showing selectivity for aggregated tau.

in mouse tau corresponding to the PT79 epitope579

(Table 1).580

From the antibodies binding to MTBD, PT76581

showed some species preference toward monkey and582

human tau (Fig. 3) while PT83 showed binding to 583

tau from all species. In addition, weak bands are 584

also observed in brain samples from tau KO mice 585

which could be explained by cross-reactivity with 586
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Fig. 4. IHC profiling on a selection of tau mAbs on paraffin sections (A) (saggital) of WT, tau KO and P301S mouse brain and. Selectivity
for human tau is observed for N-terminal PT93 and mid-term PT79. Reactivity for both mouse and human tau is observed for PT51, PT9, and
hTau21. The axonal staining pattern for PT83 on sections of tau KO mice is explained by its cross-reactivity with other microtubule-associated
proteins (e.g., MAP2, MAP4). Double immunofluorescence labelling with AT8 and PT84 on brainstem and cortical sections of P301S tau
Tg mice, showed substantial overlap (merge) between the two antibodies and additional staining by AT8 on smaller aggregate species.

other microtubule-associated proteins like MAP2587

and/or MAP4. This was also observed in IHC stain-588

ing (Fig. 4), where PT83 showed high signals in589

sections from WT and P301S brains but also a soma-590

todendritic staining pattern in Tau KO mice which591

is similar to a MAP2 pattern (Supplementary Fig-592

ure 6). As PT76 showed weak binding to mouse593

tau in western blot (Fig. 3), signals in WT mouse594

sections are not tau related and are similar to the595

pattern observed in sections from tau KO mice. The596

C-terminal antibody hTau21 showed tau binding in597

all species and in correspondence with the binding598

data (Table 1) while the pS409-dependent antibody 599

PT84 (Supplementary Figure 2) showed preference 600

for aggregated tau in western blot (Fig. 3A), human 601

cryosections (Fig. 3B), and in sections of P301S mice 602

where partial co-localization with AT8 was observed 603

(Fig. 4A, B). 604

Functional analysis in a cellular assay 605

To evaluate the therapeutic potential of the antibod- 606

ies and/or their binding epitope (region) within the 607

tau molecule, we applied a cell-based seeding assay 608
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using HEK cells expressing two chromophore-tagged609

tau repeat-domain fragments (K18) that generate a610

signal if they are in proximity upon aggregation.611

When the cells are treated with seeds of aggre-612

gated and phosphorylated full-size tau derived from613

different sources, a K18 aggregate is induced that614

can be quantified by counting fluorescence reso-615

nance energy transfer (FRET)-positive cells using616

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) [28]. To617

investigate if the maximum percentage inhibition618

value is related to the density of epitopes on the seeds619

or to the number of seeds containing specific epitopes,620

immunodepletion assays were performed. Two types621

of seed were used: 1) Tau aggregates isolated from622

P301S spinal cord homogenate or 2) Total AD brain623

homogenate. The tau seeds were incubated with test624

antibody and removed from the solution with pro-625

tein G beads. The depleted supernatant was tested626

for residual seeding capacity by adding to the extra-627

cellular medium (P301S) or by transfecting into the628

FRET-cells (human AD seeds) and analyzed by FACS629

as previously described [28].630

From the concentration-response curves outlined631

in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Figure 3, it can be632

seen that most antibodies deplete tau seeds from both633

Tg Tau P301S spinal cord tissue and from human634

AD brain. Interestingly, N-terminal (PT26, PT93,635

hTau10) and mid-term antibodies (PT51, PT79,636

PT89, HT7) showed incomplete depletion of human-637

derived seeds even at maximal concentration of 300638

nM. This concentration seems sufficient for com-639

plete depletion of mouse Tg Tau P301S-derived tau640

seeds, suggesting the presence of tau seeds in AD641

brain extracts that are not depleted by N-terminal642

and mid-term antibodies. Even more striking was643

the lack of effect by hTau21 on human seeds, while644

a concentration-dependent inhibition was observed645

on seeds from tau P301S Tg mice. The opposite646

was observed for MTBD antibodies PT76 and PT83647

which both showed complete inhibition at 300 nM.648

PT76 showed this effect already at 30 nM while seed-649

ing by Tg Tau P301S spinal cord homogenate is less650

potently depleted by PT76. Together with PT9, PT76651

seems to be the most efficacious in depleting tau seeds652

from human AD brain.653

Anti-tau antibodies neutralize seeding in vivo654

Since immunodepletion experiments showed clear655

differences between different epitope groups, we656

wanted to verify whether these differences were657

translatable to an in vivo setting where we evaluated658

the efficacy of at least one representative antibody for 659

each tau epitope group. Antibodies binding to epi- 660

topes that were ineffective in the cellular model, or 661

showing weak binding to human PHFs (e.g., PT18 662

and hTau56) were not included. 663

Previously, we demonstrated seeding in P301L 664

mice using in vitro aggregated K18 fibrils [23]. 665

Even though this kind of seeds induces a robust 666

pathology, the component responsible for seeding in 667

human brain has different molecular properties and 668

the model is not optimal to evaluate efficacy of tau 669

antibodies with an epitope outside the MTB region. 670

To make this injection model more translational to 671

human tauopathy, we derived PHFs from postmortem 672

human brain by a sarcosyl extraction combined with 673

ultracentrifugation [21]. This type of extraction has 674

been shown to contain seeding competent tau species 675

as described in other studies [18–20] and in Supple- 676

mentary Figure 4 where high-speed centrifugation 677

pellets contained the largest seeding fractions of 678

P301S tau Tg mouse spinal cord homogenates. 679

After hippocampal injection, human AD-derived 680

PHFs induced a dose-dependent increase in tau 681

aggregation (mainly in the injected hemisphere), 682

measured by an aggregation selective AT8/AT8 MSD 683

assay (Fig. 6A). In the non-injected hemisphere, AT8 684

positive deposits are observed as indicated by the red 685

arrows in (Fig. 6A). This model was used to evaluate 686

neutralization of seeding by different anti-tau anti- 687

bodies. In Fig. 6B, a significant (p < 0.05) reduction 688

of 37% is observed by co-injection of PT93 in com- 689

parison with a negative control IgG. Also, antibodies 690

binding to the mid-term (PT51 and PT79, Table 2) 691

show incomplete reduction of seeding. In the same 692

model, AT120 and PT76, binding to the tau PRD and 693

MTBD, respectively, exerted a strong inhibition of 694

more than 80% (p < 0.0001; Fig. 7B, Table 2). The 695

phosphor-tau selective antibody PT84 showed mod- 696

erate but significant reduction as well (47% reduction 697

to control, p < 0.05) suggesting a lower exposure of 698

this phospho-epitope in human PHFs. In conjunction 699

with the data of the immunodepletion experiments 700

(Fig. 5), it can be concluded that a substantial frac- 701

tion of human AD seeds is differentially neutralized 702

by N-terminal antibodies and MTBD antibodies and 703

PRD antibodies (AT120, Table 2). The blot in Fig. 6C 704

indeed illustrates the presence of multiple low MW 705

tau species detected by PT76, but not by PT93 sug- 706

gesting the presence of truncated tau fragments in the 707

PHF prep. Additional western blots (Supplementary 708

Figure 5) confirmed the presence of lower MW tau 709

species in PHF preparations which are detected more 710
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Fig. 5. Concentration-dependent efficacy of the indicated total tau mAbs (A) and phosphorylation sensitive tau mAbs (C) in an immunode-
pletion assay on human AD brain and P301S spinal cord extracts. Depleted fractions from P301S spinal cord extracts are directly added to
the medium and human AD seeds are added by transfection. In both cases, functional analyses were done in a cellular FRET model and are
averages ± SD of % remaining seeding signal normalized to the condition without antibody which was taken as 100%. Graphs in panels B
and D show maximal efficacy of total- and phosphorylation sensitive antibodies, respectively.

by PRD and MTBD antibodies but not by N-terminal711

antibodies.712

Differences between tau seeds derived from713

Tg-mice and human AD brain714

As N-terminal, mid-term and MTBD antibodies715

showed differential depletion of tau seeds in vitro716

and in vivo, further analysis was conducted to dis-717

sect structural differences between these two types718

of seeds and the relative epitope accessibility.719

First, we performed direct ELISA binding experi-720

ments to compare binding of a set of antibodies to tau721

aggregates derived from human AD brain and from722

P301S tau Tg mice (Fig. 7A). While PT93, hTau10,723

PT51, and HT7 displayed similar binding curves to724

both types of tau aggregates, MTBD antibodies PT76725

and PT83 show reduced binding to aggregates derived726

from spinal cord of P301S transgenic mice compared 727

to human AD-brain-derived PHF. To confirm this 728

reduced binding in solution, aggregation-selective 729

MSD assays (PT51-PT51 sulpho-tag; PT76-PT76 730

sulpho-tag) were set up (Fig. 7B). MSD analysis 731

revealed that PT51 binds equally well to AD PHF 732

and P301S seeds, in opposition to PT76 that only 733

bound efficiently to human PHF. This observation can 734

be explained by a lower affinity of PT76 to P301S 735

seeds or by a lower epitope accessibility on Tau 736

P301S seeds due to a specific structural conforma- 737

tion. Limited proteolysis analysis was also performed 738

and revealed increased epitope exposure for PT76, 739

PT83 (and to a lesser extent for PT51 and hTau21) 740

on P301S seeds after digestion with 5 �g/mL of 741

pronase (Fig. 7C, green box), which was not observed 742

for AD PHF samples. This supported the hypothe- 743

sis that the conformation of tau aggregates in Tau 744
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Fig. 6. Efficacy of the indicated tau mAbs in an in vivo co-injection model. A) Human AD brain-derived PHFs (increasing amounts as
indicated in the graph) are injected in the right hippocampus of 3-month-old P301L mice. Two months after injection (at an age of 5 months),
mice are sacrificed and brain homogenates are analyzed with AT8/AT8 aggregation selective MSD assay showing a dose-dependent increase
in tau aggregation. IHC staining of the contralateral hemisphere showed a modest but significant number of neurons with AT8-positive
deposits (red arrows) for the 1 pmole ePHF dose. This model was used to evaluate efficacy of different tau antibodies upon co-injection
with PHFs. B) Co-injection of PHFs with the indicated tau antibodies reduced the induction of tau pathology. From the internal N-terminal
antibodies and MTBD binding antibodies a representative example (PT93 and PT76 respectively) is shown. (∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗∗p<0.0001, student
T-test). C) Representative profiles of a PHF sample analyzed by western blotting using PT93 and PT76. A clear difference in pattern was
observed in the lower MW region indicated by blue rectangles suggesting the presence of truncated tau fragments in the PHFs.

P301S seeds interfere with the binding of PT76. Con-745

versely, increased pronase concentration resulted in746

the formation of smaller proteolytic-resistant frag-747

ments forming the core of the fibrils (Fig. 7C, purple748

box for AD PHF and red box for P301S aggre-749

gates). While PT76 stained the pronase-resistant750

fragments more efficiently in P301S-derived seeds,751

PT83 showed similar detection and hTau21 displayed752

a more intense signal of these fragments from human-753

derived PHFs. It should be noted that the pattern of754

bands obtained in AD PHF and mice seeds differed755

after digestion with enzyme and that detection with756

N-terminal antibodies (hTau10, PT93) and mid-term757

(PT51) resulted in no signal for the digested samples.758

Our findings were consistent with studies using cryo-759

EM showing that the N-terminal sequence of tau is760

part of the “fuzzy-coat” which probably makes this761

terminal more exposed to enzymatic degradation and762

that the epitopes of PT76, PT83 and hTau21 antibod-763

ies are close or within in the proteolytic resistant core764

of the tau filaments [35]. Their differential staining765

towards pronase-resistant fragments on human- and 766

Tg mice filaments suggests a different exposure of 767

their epitopes on both type of tau seeds. 768

DISCUSSION 769

The tau spreading hypothesis provides rationale 770

for passive immunization with an anti-tau mono- 771

clonal antibody to block seeding by extracellular tau 772

aggregates as a disease-modifying strategy for the 773

treatment of AD and potentially other tauopathies. 774

Several studies have demonstrated antibody efficacy 775

in transgenic mouse models [15, 16] but, despite the 776

variety of research models, the species of tau respon- 777

sible for the tauopathy spread is elusive. In a study 778

with low-molecular weight aggregates, short fibrils 779

or long fibrils of recombinant full-length tau, only 780

aggregates and short fibrils were internalized. Fur- 781

thermore, HEK cells overexpressing a monomeric 782

or oligomeric recombinant tau microtubule-binding 783

domain (amino acids 243 to 375) (K18) formed 784
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Table 2
Overview of antibody efficacy studies in a PHF-injection model

Antibody Epitope % inhibition in p-value
co-injection

model

PT93 27YTMHQD32 36 0.0175
PT51 153TPRGAA158 47 0.012
PT79 131(SK)DGTGSDDKK140 34 0.09
AT120 219PTREPK226 82 <0.0001
PT76 249PMPDLKNVKS258 85 <0.0001
PT84 405PRHLpSN410 47 0.0367

Human AD brain-derived PHFs (increasing amounts as indicated
in the graph) are injected in the right hippocampus of 3-month-old
P301L mice. Two months after injection (at an age of 5 months),
mice are sacrificed and brain homogenates are analyzed with
AT8/AT8 aggregation selective MSD. Values in the table repre-
sent % inhibition compared to the mice injected with PHF and
control IgG2a antibody.

aggregates which were released and internalized by785

other HEK cells, suggesting that these fragments can786

be transferred between cells in vitro [36]. In addition,787

the type of seed that is added to the cells deter-788

mines the properties of the aggregates supporting789

the conformational templating hypothesis [31]. More790

recently it has been suggested that in this model, a791

clear minimum size (monomeric-trimeric tau) exists 792

for spontaneous propagation of tau aggregation from 793

the outside to the inside of the cell [37], whereas 794

many larger sizes of soluble aggregates trigger uptake 795

and seeding (Supplementary Figure 4) [18, 20]. In 796

vivo injection studies confirmed seeding potential of 797

K18 (P301L)-derived fibrils. The fact that sonica- 798

tion of these fibrils is needed suggests that smaller 799

or short fibrils are needed for seeding [23, 38]. In 800

addition, fibrils prepared from tau transgenic mouse- 801

and human AD brain recapitulate tau seeding in vivo 802

[15, 19, 20], which is also confirmed by internal stud- 803

ies (Fig. 6A). Therefore, PHF tau was considered as 804

a promising antigen for our immunization strategy 805

to generate anti-tau antibodies for therapeutic and 806

research purposes. Other immunizations were per- 807

formed with soluble tau and in vitro aggregated tau 808

(Fig. 1A, B). 809

In this communication, we report on several 810

in-house produced antibodies obtained by these dif- 811

ferent immunization campaigns (Fig. 1A, B). From 812

each domain (N-terminus (PT26, PT93), mid-term 813

(PT51, PT79, PT89), PRD (PT9), MTBD (PT76, 814

PT83) and C-terminus (hTau21, PT84)) at least one 815

Fig. 7. Biochemical comparison between tau seeds from P301S mice and from human AD brain. A) Direct ELISA binding curves of PT93,
hTau10, PT51, HT7, PT76, and PT83 to tau aggregates from human brain or spinal cord from P301S tau Tg mouse as indicated. To allow
comparing curves from different ELISA plates, signals are normalized to the Bmax value of HT7 (=100%) which was taken along as a
reference curve on all plates. Data are average ± SD of at least 2 independent experiments. B) Tau aggregation-selective MSD assays were
developed by capturing and detection with the same antibody, ruling out detection of monomeric tau. Representative dilution curves of
AD PHFs and P301S tau Tg mouse filaments were analyzed with PT51/PT51 and PT76/PT76 MSD assays showing almost no signal in
homogenates from WT and tau KO mouse brain. PT51/PT51 displayed similar sensitivity toward both aggregate species while PT76/PT76
showed weaker reactivity toward aggregates from tau Tg mice. To evaluate epitope exposure of N-terminal, mid-term, MTBD and more
C-terminal antibodies, limited proteolysis reactions of human AD PHF (H) and P301S tau Tg mouse (Tg) filaments were performed with 0,
5, or 25 �g/mL of enzyme as indicated. C) Samples were analyzed by western blotting with the indicated antibodies. Green rectangle reflects
increased exposure of epitopes (in particular PT76 and PT83) under condition of incomplete proteolysis. Proteolytic resistant fragments
from AD PHF and P301S tau filaments are indicated by purple and red rectangles, respectively.
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antibody is represented including isoform specific816

antibodies to 1N- and 2N- domains (hTau56 and817

PT18, respectively). In general, N- and mid-term anti-818

bodies showed more selectivity for human tau (Figs. 3819

and 4) but showed cross reactivity to tau from mon-820

key brain. In the other epitope regions sequences are821

better conserved, and hence more cross reactivity is822

observed (e.g., PT9, hTau21). In addition, some non-823

tau related signals were observed. Some of these were824

not expected and were not observed in brain sections825

from Tau KO mice (PT26, PT93, PT89), while non-826

tau reactivity of MTBD (weak detection on western827

blot; somatodendritic staining in Tau KO sections)828

antibodies PT76 and PT83 was expected.829

Looking at the functional properties of the different830

antibodies, some differences are observed between831

the different epitopes:832

(1) Sub-maximal effect in immunodepletion of833

human AD seeds by N- and mid-term anti-834

bodies in comparison to PRD- and MTBD835

antibodies (Fig. 5) which is also confirmed836

in an in vivo co-injection experiment (Fig. 6;837

Table 2). Since recent high resolution cryo-838

EM studies on human AD PHFs suggested839

exposure of the N-terminal domain, confirm-840

ing that the N-terminus is part of the “fuzzy841

coat”, our results seem to be counterintuitive.842

On the other hand, extensive hydrolysis at the843

N-terminus could result in a reduced epitope844

density on a number of PHF seeds [39]. Indeed,845

comparison of PT93 and PT76 western blots846

profiles of a human PHF extract showed mul-847

tiple lower MW bands detected by PT76 that848

are not detected by PT93 and other N-terminal849

antibodies (Fig. 6C, Supplementary Figure 5),850

suggesting more processing at the N-terminus851

on PHF seeds. The latter phenomenon is not852

observed with seeds derived from tau trans-853

genic mouse extracts.854

(2) A number of antibodies displayed differen-855

tial activity toward AD brain-derived seeds856

and seeds derived from tau Tg mice (Fig. 5).857

PT76, which binds to the MTB region in858

tau, efficiently depleted human seeds, but was859

less potent in reducing seeding by spinal cord860

extracts of tau P301S Tg mice (Fig. 5A, B) and861

PT83, which binds to all four repeats, showed862

low potency (but strong inhibition at 300 nM)863

to both types of seeds (Fig. 5B, Supplemen-864

tary Figure 3). Recent data demonstrated that865

in tau filaments the MTBD is not accessible866

for proteolytic enzymes excluding the possibil- 867

ity of a truncated epitope [40]. Therefore, the 868

difference in efficacy of both PT76 and PT83 869

toward PHFs in human AD and straight fila- 870

ments in transgenic mouse brain is explained 871

by structural differences between both types of 872

tau aggregates [29, 35, 40]. This is further sup- 873

ported by the differential depletion of human 874

AD- and P301S tau Tg mouse-derived seeds 875

by hTau21 (Fig. 5A) which is not explained 876

by truncation as high efficacy of the more C- 877

terminal phospho-selective PHF1 antibodies 878

(Fig. 5D) rules out a loss of binding epitopes 879

due to hydrolysis [39]. Although the epitope 880

of PT84 is also C-terminal, its immunodeple- 881

tion activity toward human AD seeds was less 882

prominent compared to PHF1 suggesting that 883

phosphorylation at S409 is less common in 884

human PHFs. The moderate (but significant) 885

reduction by this antibody in vivo (Table 2). 886

Limited proteolysis experiments demonstrated 887

a pronase-resistant core which is detected by 888

PT83 in filaments from human AD brain and 889

from P301S tau Tg mice. Interestingly, PT76 890

showed lower staining in the core of human 891

tau filaments and stronger signal in the mutant 892

mouse filaments while hTau21 displayed the 893

opposite profile suggesting that epitopes from 894

these antibodies are differentially exposed in 895

both types of filaments [35]. 896

In conclusion, we describe a panel of antibodies 897

with diverse properties with respect to their epitope 898

location and sensitivity to post translational modi- 899

fications. Some of these antibodies show different 900

neutralization efficacy towards tau seeds from AD 901

brain and from transgenic mouse models demon- 902

strating that potency toward tau filaments from 903

mouse models does not immediately translate into the 904

desired effect on human AD tau seeds. In addition, 905

the therapeutic potential of tau antibodies is currently 906

under clinical evaluation [41], but functional data 907

highlight differences in efficacy by different epitope 908

binding on human AD seeds suggesting that not all 909

epitopes are optimal targets for immunotherapy to 910

block tau spreading. 911
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